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4.   What are the limitations of phonics? 

 

a.  The relationship between pronunciation and spelling is not always 

predictable  

 

Phonics is about learning the basic letter-sound relationships.  While, in many cases, 

letters in English can be mapped reliably to just one sound (e.g. the letter “p”, as in 

“pen” and “cap”, always represents the sound “p”; the letters “sw”, as in “swap” and 

“switch ”, always represent the blended sound “sw”), such a consistent relationship 

between letters and sounds should NOT be taken for granted.  

 

The following activity is designed to raise your awareness of the unpredictable 

relationship between letters and sounds.  Before you complete the activity, make a 

list of words that can illustrate the inconsistent nature of the sounds that some letters 

represent.  

 

Read the following poem aloud or listen to it on the CD-ROM (Track 1).  Pay special 

attention to the words in bold.  What do you notice? 

 

Unpredictable Pronunciation and Spelling  

 

I take it you already know 

Of tough and bough and cough and dough? 

Others may stumble, but not you, 

On hiccough, thorough, enough and through? 

Well done!  And now you wish, perhaps, 

To learn of less familiar traps? 

 

Beware of heard, a dreadful word,  

That looks like beard and sounds like bird, 

And dead, it’s said like bed, not bead –  

For goodness sake don’t call it “deed”! 

Watch out for meat and great and threat 

(They rhyme with suite and straight and debt.) 

 

A moth is not a moth in mother 

Nor both in bother, broth in brother, 

And here is not a match for there, 

Nor dear and fear for bear and pear, 

And then there’s dose and rose and lose – 

Just look them up – and goose and choose, 

And cork and work, and card and ward, 

And font and front and word and sword, 

And do and go, and thwart and cart – 

But that’s not all, so don’t lose heart! 

There’s come and home and crumb and hum 

As well as comb, bomb, tomb and numb. 

 

You live in a house, but you’re alive,  

(I’d learned it all when I was five.) 
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The poem on p.7 illustrates the following: 

 

 The same letter, or combination of letters, may represent different sounds in 

different words.  For example: 

 

 “ough” in “tough”, “bough”, “cough” and “dough” 

 “o” in “moth”, “mother” and “both” 

 

 The same sound may be spelt in more than one way.  For example: 

 

 the “ir” vowel sound may be spelt as “ir”, as in “bird”, or “ear”, as in “heard”  

 the long “e” sound may be spelt as “i”, as in “suite”, or “ea”, as in “meat” 

 

 A letter or a combination of letters may be silent.  For example: 

 

 the letters “gh” in “bough”, “dough” and “through” 

 the letter “e” in “come” and “home” 

 the letter “b” in “crumb”, “comb”, “bomb”, “tomb” and “numb” 

 

 

b.  Phonics skills do not lead to comprehension 

 

Pronunciation does not ensure comprehension.  To sound out words without getting 

their meaning has been called “barking at print”.  The letter-sound relationships 

alone often do not provide clues to meaning unless students already know the words 

well enough to recognise them when they hear them.  On top of phonics skills, 

teachers need to help students develop skills in reading for meaning. 

 

 

 


